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seriously, except the simple-minded King of Prussia, who was a great
admirer of Alexander.
(c)	The Second Treaty of Paris (November 1815)—a peace-treaty
between France and the four principal victor-Powers.
Terms not much harder than in the First Treaty (before the Hundred
Days), lest the restored monarchy should be made unpopular. An
Army of Occupation and an indemnity of £40,000,000 to pay for it.
Savoy ceded to Kingdom of Sardinia, to make future aggression "difficult.
Works of art taken by Napoleon returned to Italy.
(d)	The Quadruple Alliance (November 1815), by which the four
chief victor-Powers renewed the Treaty of Chaumont—their alliance
to overthrow Napoleon (§79, 1814).
They now undertook to preserve the settlement made at Vienna and
Paris, if necessary by force of arms, for fifteen years ; and to meet
periodically to discuss matters of common interest.
NJZ.—this alliance was the formal constitution of the
" concert of europe " by which it was hoped that peace would be
assured. (But it was a departure from the principles of the Holy
Alliance, for it substituted for the brotherhood of all sovereigns a
dictatorship of the Great Powers.)
No. 40.—THE VIENNA SETTLEMENT.
the rulers of europe could never have beaten napoleon but
for the newly aroused national spirit among their peoples,
but in the settlement they almost completely ignored it.
Their great aim was stability—a durable peace both in the relations
between states and in their internal affairs. Hence the principles which
guided them.
(a)	A ring-fence round France ; i.e. all states on French frontiers to
be strong enough to hold up any recurrence of aggressive Bonapartisrn
long enough for the Powers to mobilise their forces.
Hence: Belgium given to Holland ; Savoy given to Sardinia (i.e.
Piedmont); Rhine provinces given to Prussia. (Note the unforeseen
consequences of this last provision : it allowed Prussia to replace
Austria as the defender of Germany against France.)
(b)	Legitimacy;   the only counter-principle to "The Rights of
Man " is an appeal to time-honoured, prescriptive rights.
Hence : Louis XVIII restored in France ; Ferdinand VII in Spain ;
Victor Emmanuel I in Sardinia ; many rulers of German states ; Italy
redivided into eight parcels. (But the Congress only observed this prin-
ciple as far as they thought expedient : they punished the King of
Denmark for siding with Napoleon by taking Norway from him ; they
did not reconstruct the Rhine archbishoprics, etc.; they did not
restore the ancient republics of Venice and Genoa.)
(c)	Balance of Pozver; no Power to be strong enough to defy the
others.    " Compensations " handed round with total disregard for
wishes and interests of inhabitants.

